List of candidates admitted at the interview

The following list only includes the candidates who have obtained the minimum score specified in the announcement in the evaluation of the curriculum.

In the following list, there are not:
- candidates for which we have not yet received the payment of the competition fee and the candidates who paid it after the deadline. Candidates not listed who paid the fee by the deadline must send a copy of the receipt of payment by mail to concorsodottorato@unipi.it the day before the interview. Candidates who did not pay the competition fee or who paid it after the deadline are excluded from the competition;
- the candidates who have not obtained the minimum score specified in the announcement in the evaluation of the curriculum.

1. ANSARI SHOEB ANWAR
2. BAGLINI EMMA
3. BARGAGLI NICOLA
4. BARTOLINO BRYAN
5. BATTAGLIA FEDERICA
6. BERTINI ALESSIA
7. BONONI GIULIA
8. CARTAYA HERNÁNDEZ LORIETT EVELYN
9. CUGI ROBERTO
10. D'ASARO ELENA
11. DI LEO RICCARDO
12. ESPOSITO SALSANO JASMINE
13. FLORI LORENZO
14. GORICA ERA
15. GUGLIELMERO LUCA
16. MERO ANGELICA
17. MOHAMMED AHMED
18. MUNAFO’ FEDERICO
19. PAONE PAOLA
20. RADHAKRISHNAN CHANDRAMOHAN
21. SILICANI JESSICA
22. TREMOLANTI CHIARA
23. ZUCCHETTI ERICA